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The temperature depeydence of the surface tension 'У(Т) is treated theoretically and 
experimentally. The theoretica! mode! based оп the Gibbs thermodynamics of а опе-сотропеп! 
fluid re!ates a"'f / дТ to the surface excess entropy density -!J.S. АН specific surface effects, пате!у 
ordering, сарi1lату waves, and double !ayer influence the surface entropy, which in tum governs 
the sign and the mag'1itude of д'У / дТ. Experirnenta! data collected а! а free Hg surface in the 
temperature range from 00 С to 300 С show that д'У / дТ is negative. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

@1998 

The temperature dependence of the surface tension of liquids is very important in 
applications such as Marangoni convection and crystal growth. However, little is known about 
the specific surface forces inf1uencing this dependence in liquid metals. 

Our previous work [1] was concemed with the surface tension of mercury as а function 
of temperature, which was studied using quasielastic light scattering from capi1lary waves [2]. 
Although the experimental data show а decrease in surface tension with Т, the theoretical 
explanation of this fact seems to Ье поп trivial. The recent discovery of surface layering in 
liquid gallium and mercury indicates higbly ordered metal structure perpendicular to the surface 
which is about а few atomic diameters thick [3,4]. This ordering сап drastically inf1uence the 
entropy density рroШе in the surface zone, reducing the entropy density at the surface compared 
to the entropy density of the bulk. If this were the case then the surface excess entropy дВ 
defined Ьу 

00 

дВ = j dz [S(z) - Sb6(z)] (1) 

-00 

would Ье negative [1]. Here 6(z) = Ofor z > О and 6(z) = 1 for z ~ О; z = О denotes the 
surface position and the integration is performed from the liquid bulk (z= -(0) to а vapor 
phase (z = (0). Insofar as the surface tension derivative of а one-component liquid is related 
to дВ Ьу [5,6] 

дВ = -д'У/дТ, (2) 

the temperature dependence is expected to Ье an increasing function of Т, as demonstrated 
at surfaces of поrmal alkanes over а certain Т range [7]. However, the experimental data 
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collected at а Hg-vapor interface contradict this expectation. In order to reconcile experiment 
and theory, we suggested that а Iiquid metal surface is а two-component system comprising 
quasi-free surface electrons and positive ions. In this case д"У / дТ is not given Ьу Eq. (2) but 
depends оп the chemical potential of electrons as well [1]. However, the ionic and electronic 
profi1es of апу complicated shape should Ье approximated Ьу the same right-angled рroШе 
in order to preserve the electrical neutrality pf metal as а whole. Thus, the two-component 
model is inapplicable to а free metal surface, whose excess entropy should Ье evaluated in the 
framework of а one-component model. It wi11 Ье shown that the effect of surface ordering is 
not а single contribution оп the surface entropy. Other specific surface effects opposing layering 
tend to increase the entropy of the interface. 

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

As noted in Ref. [6] the interface thickness ofvan der Waals Iiquids is determined Ьу thermal 
f1uctuations, which take the form ofthermally excited сарi11асу waves. The r.m.s. amplitude of 
these waves is usually slightly greater than an atomic diameter [2]. One would thus expect the 
interface thickness at zero temperature to vanish, ащl the density рroШе to Ье а discontinuous 
step function dropping from the bulk density Рь to zero. In such а situation it is natural to 
suppose that the 10cation' of the Gibbs surface coincides with the step рroШе at О К. The real 
surface рroШе varies with Т in such а way that the surface excess density given Ьу 

00 

Гs = ! dz [p(z) - B(z)pb] (3) 

-00 

remains zero for аll Т. 
Consider now а liquid metal comprising two components: free electrons and positive ions. 

Free electrons behave as а quantum medium: еуеп at zero temperature their energy is nonzero, 
and is usually written in terms of the Fermi energy Е f: Е = Е f N, where N is the number of 
electrons. It is instructive to consider the profi1es of both components, electronic and ionic, at 
т = О. Due to nonzero wavelength the electronic density profi1e has а nonzero width, which 
leads to some redistribution of electrons between bulk and the surface. In other words, some 
electrol1s are ejected from the bulk and concentrate оп the vapor side of the interface. This 
charge separation leads to а surface double layer with an electric field Е = Q s / Ео, where Q s 

is the surface charge density al1d Ео is the dielectric constant. The existence of such а double 
layer, suggested Ьу Frenkel [8], leads to significant changes in thesurface interactions. We 
cOl1sider first the conditions that must Ье satisfied even in the presence of charge separation. 
The first .is electrical neutrality: the total electric charge of а metal must Ье zero, 

00 ! dz [Pi(Z) - Pe(z)] = О, (4) 
I 

-00 

where Pi al1d Ре are the ionic and electronic densities. 
The second quantity that must ье taken into account is the surface excess density. 111 

general this quantity is а relative опе; it depends оп the choice of the Gibbs surface. If this 
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Fig. 1. Schematic variations of the electron 
density (solid !ine) and poSitive ionic jellium 
represented as а step function which coincides 
with the Gibbs surface, denoted Ьу а. Friede! 
oscillations of small amplitude are shown in the 
e!ectron density profile. Surface double !ayer 
comprises а negative electrode formed Ьу the 
area to the left to the step function (labeled 
with Q...J ) and а positive electrode formed Ьу the 

area to the right of G labe!ed with Q+ 

surface coincides with the step ionic рroШе, the surface excess mass density of electrons сап 
Ье written via Eq. (3): 

00 

Ге = f dz [Pe(z) - 8(z)pb]' 

-00 

From а comparison with Eq. (4) it is clear that Ге = О in our choice of Gibbs surface. 
We concentrate first оп changes in the electronic density with Т dictated Ьу the surface 

concentration of electrons in the double layer. This concentration is temperature dependent, 
although this dependence сап Ье ditferent from the temperature dependence ofthe bulk electron 
concentration. This теапз that the area under the tail оп the vapor side (to the left ofthe Gibbs 
surface) would vary with Т (see Fig. 1). If we anticipate that the positive ions do not follow 
these changes, then the ionic profile will have а shorter tail but а higher ampIitude in order to 
satisfy Eq. (4). However, ап ionic density рroШе of апу comp!icated shape is approximated Ьу 
а step function that drOJ;s from РЬ to zero at some z. If this stepfunction deviates from the 
step function that approximates the electronic distribution, electrical neutraIity of the metalas 
a'whole willbe violated. Although the electronic and ionic profiles do,not necessarily coincide, 
they сап ье approximated Ьу the sзте right-angle'd рroШе as the Gibbs surface in Fig. 1. We 
have shown that the surface excess density of а metal surface should ье zero, according to 
Eqs. (4) and (3). 

Unfortunately, по theory describing the surface tension ofliquid metals is well established. 
Numerical simulations ofthe electronic and ionic density рrоШеs [9] do not provide clear insight 
into the ditferent forces acting in the surface zone. Only опе paper, to the author's knowledge, 
treats this problem analytically [10]. Due to its importance for the present context we repeat 
the main results of this paper .. 

The electronic density Ре at а metal surface varies ироп ап ionic jeIlium that approximates 
the real profile of the ionic density. Following the ideas of Кirkwood and Butf-Вakker (see 
R~f. [6] for example), the surface tension of апу liquid сап ье expressedvia the tensor of 
anisotropic stresses (ПII т П..L) and results from the density gradient in the surface zone: 

00 

'у = f dz(П..L - ПII), (5) 

-00 
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where integration is taken from -00 to 00 in order to take into account the effect offreeelectrons 
оп the vapor side of the interface. The forces acting at the surface at О К are nothing more than 
the quantum pressure of the electron gas and electrostatic force stemming from the potential 
drop in the double layer. А detailed analysis done Ьу Samojlovich ensures that the long-range 
electrostatic force -Ре '\7 Ф leads to Maxwellian elastic stresses Пzz = - Пхх = f oE 2/2 that 
deform the ionic fluid. This deformation is impossible for the rigid ionic continuum suggested Ьу 
thejeIlium model. Therefore some external pressure Р = f oE 2 j2 must Ье introduced in order to 
provide the equilibrium ofthe whole system. This isotropic pressure acting оп the topmost layer 
makes the ions there over-compressed compared to the ions in the bulk. These consideration 
confirm some increase ofthe ionic density in the surface layer, which was demonstrated recently 
оп the surface ofliquid gaIlium and mercury. Unfortunately, this conclusion was not drawn Ьу 
Samojlovich, who used а simple monotonic рroШе to calculate the surface tension. However, 
his analysishelps to understand surface layering, which is closely related to electrostatic pressure 
дuе tQ а surface доиЫе Iayer. 

The temperature behavior of the surface tension of а liquid metal is а most intriguing 
question. While the tension changes only Ьу а few percent over 100 К, the temperature 
derivative 8,,(/ [Jf is extreme!y' sensitive to the density рrоШе. Here Eq. (2) is considered to 
Ье а basic thermodynamic equation relating the temperature derivative 8"( /8Т to the surface 
excess entropy. It is plausible to suppose that the surface excess entropy comprises different 
parts [6]: the first is responsible for surface ordering, and the setond is pertinent to аН fluids, 
дuе to сарillасу waves. The third part is determined Ьу the electric fie!d in the double !ayer. 

We first concentrate оп the orientationa! part. Therecent discovery of surface layering in 
liquid gallium and mercury shows that surface atoms are more ordered than bu!k atoms (along 
the surface normal) [3,4]. Hence the orientational part ofthe entropy in the surface zone might 
ье less than that part of the bu!k entropy 1f the surface atoms exhibit long-range order in the 
surface p!ane. Only order along the surface normal was reported at the Hg surface; in-plane 
surface order has not been confirmed experimentaHy [3,4]. Тherefore we cannot make any 
definitive predictions аЬощ the orientational part of the entropy in the surface zone. 

As we a]ready noted, the surface excess entropyshould sp!it into different parts; the 
orientational part describing the effect of surface layering remains beyond our simplified 
approach. The other surface effect that сап Ье treated quantitatively is the effect of сарillасу 
waves. Following Frenkel's ideas, the surface free energy due to thermal motion in the form 
of сарillасу waves is given Ьу [8] 

(6) 

where n. is the number of atoms per unit area, р.о is the surface free energy at О К, and h is 
Planck's constant; w is the mean frequency of сарillасу waves, defined as 

_ 1 qJmаж 
Wc = - 27rqdqw(q). 

n. 
о 

Using the usua! thermodynamic relation S = -8Р/8Т, we find the part ofthe surface entropy 
associated with сарillасу waves [8] 

kBT 
Всар = n.kB In~. 

nWc 
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The surface excess entropy density is given Ьу the difference between the densities at the surface 
Bs and in the bulk Вь : дВ :::= [B(z)-Bb]8z. The part ofthe bulk entropy associated with therrnal 
motion is defined Ьу the number of modes of sound waves (or phonons) propagating in the bulk 
at апу Т i О: 

kBT 
Вь = nbkB ln~, 

/M.JJp 

where L;;p is the mеап frequency of bulk phonons [5]. Combining the last two equations, we 
obtain for the surface excess entropy 

(8) 

We see that дВ is govemed Ьу the ratio of two mеап frequencies surface and bulk. 
This theory сап Ье applied only to relatively long surface waves whose frequencies are much 

less than the inverse relaxation time То typical of each liquid [8]. If the frequency of capillary 
waves is such that w ~ l/то, then vibrations in the liquid propagate as in asolid body. Непсе 
capillary waves should Ье replaced Ьу Rayleigh surface waves, which propagate at the surface 
of а liquid от. solid body with а velocity и• = 0.9JG / р, where G is the shear modulus and 
р is the density. The high-frequency part (with w ~ l/т) makes the main contribution to the 
spectrum of surface waves [8]. Therefore the question of the number of modes at the liquid 
surface reduces to а calculation of these modes at а solid surface. The situation is complicated 
Ьу the inf1uence of surface waves оп the bulk modes [8]. А thorough analysis Ьу Frenkel shows 
thaf the surface excess entropy is 

(9) 

where У is Young's modulus and Ul and Ut are the velocities of longitudinal and transverse 
sound waves, respectively. The surface tension derivative evaluated using this model is negative, 
and is in good agreement with the tabulated 8,/ 8Т for mercury. 

The second mechanism contributing to the surface excess entropy is the electric field in the 
surface double layer. The impact ofthis field оп the surface free energy is given Ьу Fs сх: f.OE 28z. 
However this term appears in the free surface energy with а negative sign, due to the specific 
distribution of electric stresses in the double layer. As we discussed аЬоуе, the effect of electric 
fields is expressed via the Maxwell stress tensor Bij , with components -В zz = Вхх = ЕоЕ2 /2. 
The change in the surface free energy due to the electric field is [8] 

00 00 

F = J dz(Bzz - Вхх ) = - J duoE 2• (10) 

О О 

It is clear that the surface excess entropy should have а terrn stеmmirЩ from electrostatic energy 
that is specific solely to the surface zone and is zero in the bulk metal. The standard expression 
В = -8F/8T yields for the entropy 

_ 2 88z 
ДВеl - ЕоЕ 8Т' (11) 
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where the derivative is taken at constant surface charge Qs. This electric part of the surface 
excess entropy is positive, as the thickness ofthe surface zone increases with Т. То the author's 
knowledge, по analytical predictions exist about the temperature dependence of the intrinsic 
length scale [ог the surface electrostatic interactions in liquid metals. Therefore the amplitude 
of сарiПасу waves will Ье used as ап approximate width of the interface. The r.m.s value of 
the interface thickness сап Ье found [гот thetheory of сарШасу waves [2]: 

{jz = kBT In qmin. 

27Г, qmax 
(12) 

The иррег cutoff of сарШасу waves сап Ье estimated in terms of а molecular size а: qm"x = 1 / а. 
The minimum wavenumber is usually related to the сарillасу length: [с = J, / (ру ). Bearing 
this in mind, the part of the surface excess entropy due to the double layer сап Ье written 

AS = ~.,o (:t)2 
, 2 {jz 

~In~. 
27Г,Т I/a 

(13) 

Simple ~stimates based оп the values {jz ,...., I А and Ф ,...., 1 у, "0 = 10-·11 Q2 /(N т2 ), [с ,...., 1 тт 
yield AS = 10-4 JlП(lО-З /10-10) = 0.4 mN/(m·K). Note that Eq. (13) describes а nonlinear 
dependence of AS(T) and consequently of 8, / 8Т(Т). Jt should Ье stressed that пеаг О К the 
interface thickness in Eq. (11) cannot Ье given Ьу the r.m.s. amplitude of сарiJJасу waves but 
is equal to the wavelength of quasi-free surface electrons possessing the Fermi energy. Оиг 

Eq. (13) does not contain а term сх (kBT/Ef )2 typical ofthe T-dependence ofthe energy of 
а [гее electron f1uid. This is possibly due to оиг phenomenological approach to the electric 
field of the double layer. . 

These estimates аге based оп the assumption that сарillасу waves survive ир to the иррег 
cutoff of q, i.e., оп ап atomic scale. From the discussion аЬоуе we know that at higher 
frequencies liquid surfaces аге similar to solid ones, so сарiJJасу waves must Ье replaced Ьу 
Rayleigh waves propagating along the surface without dispersion. The surface elastic energy 
рег unit агеа associated with this mode is 

(14) 

where G is the elastic (ог shear modulus), и is the displacement and \7 s is the differential 
operator in the surface plane. Then the squared wave amplitude in the q-domain сап Ье written 
analogously to that of сарiJJасу waves [2], 

(15) 

, 
where А is the surface агеа. In order to calculate the r.m.s. displacement of the surface using 
Eq. (12) опе should replace , with the shear modulus Gs whose magnitude сап Ье estimated 
using data оп the bulk modulus: G s ~ Gb{jz = 1011 . 10-8 = 103 dyn/cm. The surface excess 
entropy density of the Hg surface calculated using Eqs. (15) and (11) is 0.7 times lower than 
AS estimated from Eq. (12). 
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З. EXPERIMENТAL METHODS 

А liquid mercury surface was prepared Ьу distiIlation in уасиит (about 10-4 Torr) [roт 
а batch of 10 ml Hg (99.998%, Merck). The quartz glass distiIlation apparatus consisted of а 

, compartment fiIled with Hg in the ореп air and а condenser (water cooled) connected Ьу а 
O-tube to а stainless steel capiIlary mounted in the wall ofthe working chamber. The chamber 
had а уасиит flange and ап optical window [ог laser access. Mercury dropped through the 
capillary to the working chamber and formed а layer about 2 тт deep. The working trough was 
rectangular with dimensions of 60 х 60 тт2 , and was machined [roт stainless steel. Prior to 
the experiment, the working trough and capillary were cleaned with chromic acid and carefully 
rinsed in doubIe-distillеd water. DistiIlation was carried out at 2000С and about 2 hours were 
necessary to complete the continuous layer. While по efforts were made to achieve wetting, 
the Hg surface was relatively flat, as confirmed Ьу the minimal divergence of а reflected Ьеат. 
Heating ог cooling was carried out from below through а соррег plate. This plate was heated 
with а resistive heater ог cooled using liquid nitrogen. The temperature was measured with а 
thermocouple glued to the thin bottom of the working chamber. 

Our light scattering technique is described in detail elsewhere [2,11,12]. In brief, а Ьеат 
[гот а 5 mW He-Ne laser (ТЕМ(Ю, ,\ = 632 пт) [еll оп the Iiquid .surface. SmaH-апglе 

scattered light was opticaHy mixed (оп а photodetector) with а portion of the original Ьеат, 
providing аН the necessary conditions [ог optical heterodyning. The output of ап avala'nche 
photodiode was modulated at the propagation frequency of а capiIlary wave with the seJected 
wavenumber q. The spectral representation of the signal was recorded in the frequency domain 

. with а spectr,um analyzer. The whole apparatus was placed оп ап optical table, vibration 
isolation being provided Ьу four pressurized air cylinders in the legs. 

Capillary waves, preserit оп аll Iiquid surfaces ир to the critical point, scatter Iight mainly 
а! small angles about the reflected Ьеат. The spectrиm of the scattered light is the power 
spectrum of capillary waves, which is approximately Lorentzian [2]. The data were fitted with 
а theoretical function that incorporates the effects of instrиmental broadening [13,14]. The 
latter arises from illumination of the detector Ьу light scattered Ьу тоге than опе wаvе-vесtщ 
q оп th'e surface. The spread 8q in the wave numbers gives а corresponding broadening ш in 
the spectrum. For the Gaussian Ьеат the instrumental function is also а Gaussian [13,14]. 
The convolution of ап ideal Lorentzian and, the Gaussian it1strиmental furiction of width /3' 
yields [14] . 

_ /00 (r/;3)exp[-(w-c(.v')2//32] I 
P(w) - 2 (1 )2 dUJ . 

г + w - ·wo 
(16) 

-00 
This integral сап ье evaluated in terms of the complementary error function of the сотрlех 
argument [13, 15]: 

{ [ ( ir w - Wo)2] ['. (ir w - wo)]} S(w) = А Re ехр - 7J + -/3- erfc -z 7J + -/3- + в, (17) 

where А is the scaling amplitude and В the background. Thus, five properties were extracted 
from the fit of experimental spectra:frequency Wo, damping constant Г, instrиmental width 
/3, amplitude А, and background В. In the present context we concentrate only оп peak 
frequencies Wo. 
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4. RESULTS 

The tеmрщаturе behavior of peak frequencies Wo of сарШату waves at the free Hg sшfасе 

is shown in Fig. 2. То first order, the roots ofthe dispersion relation describing the propagation 

of а сарillату wave with а particular wavenumber q are [2) 

w() = ),оqЗ / р, (18) 

r = 2'fJq2/ р, (19) 

where ,О, 'Г/, and р are the surface tension, bulk viscosity, and density, respectively. 

Equation (18) serves as а good basis for evaluation of the tension. The data in Fig. 2 are 

fit Ьу assuming а linear. temperature dependence of the surface tension, ,о = С) (Т - То) + С2 , 

where i1() is the· melting point: 

wo(T) = )[С) (Т -7() + С2 ) qЗ / р. (20) 

The best-fit estimate ofthe slope' С1 ofthe temperature dependence is: d,/dT = С) = -0.27± 

±0.07 mN/(m·K). The best estimate of С2 corresponding to the tension at the melting point 

( ~ 390 С) is С2 == 526 ± 7 mN/m, which is slightly greater than the tension (497 mN/m) 

extrapolated to the melting point using the tabulated slope d'Y/dT = -0.2 mN/(m·K) [16,17). 

The light scattering experiment does not directly yields the surface tension; опlу the 

peak frequency is directly measurabIe. In order to obtain additional information оп the sign 

of 8,/ 8Т, the following experiment was carried out. А temperature gradient was imposed 

along the bottom of our сеП. In this case а liquid metal flow (usually called therrnocapiIIary 

convection) driven Ьу the gradient of the surface tension is expected. The surface tension 

gradient is indirectly related to the liquid velocity V x via the boundary condition at the free 

surface, which for the, tangential stress is [18): 

8, "ilT = 8vx (21) 
8Т 'fJ 8z' 

Thermocapi1lary convection usually couples to buoyancy-driven convection. However, 

thermocapiIIary flow dominates Ьиоуапсу convection for а 2-mт deep Hg layer (see Ref. [1). 

The direction of flow оп the liquid surface is expected to ье from hot to cold if the temperature 

derivative of the tension is negative. In the opposite case, the surface flow should ье directed 

toward the hot end. The flow was made visible Ьу means of light scattered from the Ьеат 

footprint оп the surface. We observed the surface flow always to Ье directed froщ hot to cold 

in the middle of the trough, with а characteristic velocity of а few mm/s, which ensures а 

decreasing dependence ,(T)~ 

%' Hz 
14800Г---~~-'----~~~--~ 

14600'--_-'-_--'-__ -'--_-'-_--' 
5 10 15 20 25 30 

Т,'с 
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Fig. 2. Temperature ,variations of peak 

frequencies of capillary waves of wave number 

q = 619 ст- l at the free surface ofmetcury. 

The епоrs in Wo are less than the size of 

the data points. The solid Нпе is the best-fit 

solution in the form of Eq. (20) 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Surface light scattering [гот а [гее тегсшу surface exhibits the tетрегаturе-dерепdепt 
behavior w(T) that corresponds to а decrease in surface tепsiоп upon hеаtiпg. This рhепотепоп 
clearly indicates that the surface excess entropy is positive, as it should Ье iп а опе-соmропепt 
f1uid. The present theoretical treatment ensures that а liquid metal surface is а опе-соmропепt 
substance, despite its comprising two components: positive iопs and delocalized [гее еlесtroпs. 
The surface excess entropy 6.5 splits into three parts, describing surface layering, сарillагу 
waves, and а surface double layer. Since the сарil\агу waves сопtгiЬutiоп is рroроrtiопаl to . 
k в Т, it is expected that this effect is smallest near the melting роiпt. Since surface lауеriпg is 
most pronounced there, 6.5 might Ьесоте negative iп some T-range. Uпfоrtuпаtеlу, it is поt 
p9ssible to estimate the contribution of surface layering to 6.5 in the framework of оиг simple 
model. However, we hope that surface light scattering is sensitive enough to detect а possible 
change in the temperature dependence of the surface tension. 
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